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994 / MID DANSARE / SILVER / 901 / MID KLASSISK / 



901 / MID KLASSISK / SILVER & GOLD

Our bespoke Kitty Bride collection offers a sustainable and creative 
alternative to traditional bridal wear. Forget the wear-once-forever-
more-in-a-box bridal wear of the past. This is just the beginning. 
These shoes are made for you to treasure. To love and wear forever. 
To dance until dawn and then do it again. 

Our bridal collection ties together traditional design with modern 
thinking. Do away with outdated traditions and ideals. This is your 
day, do it your way. Be yourself. Be wild, be free, defy convention. 
Wear your old leather jacket with your Grandmother’s flower crown. 
Run into the sea and dance until sunrise. Make hay and love and 
chaos. Don’t change for the day, change the day for you.

The Kitty Bride is creative, conscious and never afraid to be 
different. Welcome to the Clog Club. You are magnificent.

French [noun] / “Clothing, shoes, jewellery, linens and other 
personal, practical and sentimental items that a bride collects 

for her wedding day and married life,”

Swedish [noun] / “Wooden shoe”

We are an independent footwear brand based in the UK that has fallen 
in love with the Swedish Clog. With the help of a family of gifted 
craftspeople living in the wonderful, wild forests of southern Sweden, 
we are creating conscious clogs that are connected to their roots. 
Our clogs reflect and respect where they’ve come from and how they’re 
made. We use natural, sustainably sourced materials and organic 
vegetable dyes. This is slow fashion. We strive towards a fairer 
future for fashion and a world in which good-quality, well-designed 
pieces are thoughtfully and sensitively produced and purchased.

Each purchase supports small, family-run businesses and helps to 
keep traditional crafts alive.
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/ Swedish [adj] / “classic”

The original and best, our classic-
style Swedish clog is made in the 
same way it has been for hundreds 
of years. This traditional style 
is still a best seller today and a 
firm Kitty favourite. With a secure 
leather upper and a 70mm heel so 
comfortable you can have the height 
without the feel of wearing heels.

901 / MID KLASSISK / SILVER
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994 / MID DANSARE / GOLD

/ Swedish [noun] / “dancer”

The original party shoe. Our 
Dansare clog is designed to give 
you a little height with maximum 
comfort. This is a pair of heels 
that can carry you into the early 
hours. The Dansare has an ankle 
strap for a confident stride and a 
70mm heel so comfortable you can 
have the height without the feel 
of wearing heels.



994 / MID DANSARE / STONE / 902 / MID KLASSISK SOL / STONE
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966 / MID FRESTA / NATURAL & GOLD

/ Swedish [adj] / “to tantalise”

A playful style with edge and 
elegance. Our Fresta clog teases 
a cheeky peep toe and a touch of 
attitude. The Fresta has an ankle 
strap for a confident stride and a 
70mm heel so comfortable you can 
have the height without the feel 
of wearing heels.



966 / MID FRESTA / STONE
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902 / MID KLASSISK SOL / GOLD

/ Swedish [adj] / “classic / sun”

A warmer-weather twist on our 
classic-style Swedish clog with a 
cheeky peep toe. The Klassisk Sol 
is a strong style with attitude. 
With a secure leather upper and a 
70mm heel so comfortable you can 
have the height without the feel 
of wearing heels.



902 / MID KLASSISK SOL / NATURAL
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955 / MID FRIHET / SILVER

/ Swedish [adj] / “freedom”

It’s in the name. Be free. The 
Frihet is a beautifully versatile 
style with an elegant touch. With 
an ankle strap for a confident stride 
and a 70mm heel so comfortable you 
can have the height without the 
feel of wearing heels.



955 / MID FRIHET / GOLD
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/ Swedish [noun] “mist”

An earthy style with a retro feel. 
Our Dimma clog is designed to give 
you a little height with maximum 
comfort. Hand-woven leather detail 
gives a bohemian feel to your 
look. With an ankle strap for a 
confident stride and a 70mm heel 
so comfortable you can have the 
height without the feel of wearing 
heels.

914 / MID DIMMA / GOLD



914 / MID DIMMA / SILVER
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/ German [name] “noble”

A twist on our best-selling Dansare 
clog with a re-worked ankle strap 
that adds a little extra elegance. 
Designed to give you a little height 
with maximum comfort. Alice has an 
ankle strap for a confident stride 
and a 70mm heel so comfortable you 
can have the height without the 
feel of wearing heels.

922 / MID ALICE / GOLD



922 / MID ALICE / GOLD



Tailor our bespoke Bridal collection to your unique taste and style. 
Choose from seven selected styles and a palette of party-perfect 
organic, vegetable-dyed leathers. Try a two-tone mix and match with 
a contrasting strap, sparkle in shimmering metallic tones, add a pop 
of colour to your walk with our Peach and Lagoon leathers. Make it 
yours.

Your clogs will be handmade with love and care, especially for you, 
in our forest workshop in Sweden. Please allow a minimum of three 
months for your design to be made and shipped to you. Bespoke orders 
are non-returnable so let us help you to choose your perfect pair.

And finally? Have a beautiful day and dance the night away!

X

Already a Kitty Bride? Be a part of the clog community. Send us 
your story and your wedding snaps to share with our followers and to 
inspire future Kitty Brides! Email to hello@kittyclogssweden.co.uk 
or follow us on Instagram @kittyclogssweden

@kittyclogssweden       Kitty Clogs Sweden

+44 7861 754205 info@



Our clogs reflect and respect where they’ve come from and how they’re made. 
Sustainably sourced by a small, family-run Italian tannery, our leather is dyed 
using environmentally friendly, organic vegetable dyes. Tailor our bespoke Bridal 
collection to your unique taste and style. Try a two-tone mix and match with a 
contrasting strap, sparkle in shimmering metallic tones, add a pop of colour to 

your walk with our Peach and Lagoon leathers. Make it yours.

GOLD
A warm, sunny glow. Elevate your 
look with a touch of sparkle.

SILVER
A cool shine. Elevate your look 

with a touch of sparkle.

NATURAL
Undyed. Colour will softly deepen 
with time to a sun-kissed glow.

STONE
A cool beige with a soft, natural 

look.

PEACH
The perfect pop of pink to add 

colour and charisma to your look. 

LAGOON
Your something blue. An exotic hue 
that sings with white and gold.

SAND SUEDE
A neutral shade suede with a 

bohemian feel.


